ANTARCTIC ICE
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If something is rare or important, you protect it.
What are some things that we need to **conserve**?
If you are stern and demand obedience, you are strict.

Why are there strict rules to protect animals in Antarctica?
If something is hard to stand up to, like a blizzard, it is *harsh*.

What kind of *harsh* weather have you experienced lately?
If something is cold and gloomy, it is **bleak**.

If someone told you that some land looked **bleak**, how might it look?
absence

- An *absence* means that something or someone is not present.
- How would the *absence* of warmth affect you?
shelters

- Something that *shelters* you protects you and keeps you safe.
- What *shelters* animals who live in Antarctica?
If something stays one way forever, it stays that way *permanently*.

Would you want to live in Antarctica *permanently*?
drifts

- When something *drifts*, it moves along without direction.

- What causes a snow *drift*?
**scarce**

- Something is *scarce* if there is not much of it to be found.
- What is *scarce* in Antarctica?
dim

- It is *dim* when there is not much light.
- If you were peeking into a cave with dim lighting, what would you see?
Short Video of Antarctica
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